
PAIN
I am feel happy one minute hurting the next

I feel pain in my neck and i feel like this 
Is such a drain it feels like broken glass in my veins 

It Hurts so much i would rather die 
Every time i start to cry

So many people in the US have it
Not many people know about it 



                                                  
                       

Wrong 

I thought about things going wrong wrong wrong 
It never left my mind no no no

Can't stop thinking about it 
No 

The sickle cell is getting worse
MY ARMS My BACK MY LEGS

They hurt im tired tired it's getting worse



27
27 27 

My brother died at 27 
of sickle cell

It be feeling like the end of the world
 yeah it suck it suck

It hurt it hurt
You sit down and it feel like what’s

The point of life it 
sad it sad like why

Now go now go Im back home home
But my brother died at 27 

27 27 
it just sad
*mic drop*



SICK

If I were cured, the first thing I would do...
I don't know what I would do, spending my whole life 
sick, sick, with sickle
Chained by sickle, never free
Never a moment free for me.



HOPE

Sitting around, looking for a strand of hope.
Although it feels our brain is a float.
Who knew my brother is a match.
Not for the right sister that's the catch.
Don't give up hope now.
I'm in a clinical trial.
Let’s hope it cures me. 
because the days are getting blurry.
I have not even thought of what to do when I'm free 
Cured of the burden of this disease.



WORSE



                       

   TAKE IT
              
                      I can't take it
                      His heart couldn't take it
                      It hurts all over
                      I was born with sickle cell
                                The pain
                           I  CAN'T TAKE IT



                             The Results
     
                      She cant talk and she lost hair
   People with sickle cell have been in pain and no one's aware
            Your not feeling anything it’s all mental
              This girls journey is very inspirational
          Long days in the hospital until results come in
          Sickle cell in different families is incredibly common
                    Minutes and hours, days and nights
                They wait for results to see what goes right
               


